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President’s Message Spring 2012 

Dear Members, 

 

 I am beginning this message with a lot of emotion, since it will be my last as your President. According to the 

bylaws, I cannot run again. A lot has changed in the last few years as I have now retired from my profession. 

Yes there are days I actually do miss the work. I do keep up through journals and articles, even though I know 

I can never work around the chemicals again. 

  

When I became your President, there were only 6 attendees at the annual meeting the previous year and the 

membership was almost non-existent. With the help of some dedicated people like Chris Coley, Shirley Pow-

ell, Anne Taylor, Harriett Baker, Wanda Simons, and so, so many others, we were able to turn this around, 

with a membership currently almost 150 and of course I want 300, but it will come. The GSH annual meeting 

has drawn just over a hundred participants each year, and over 20 Vendors.   

 

This year we are hosting Region III and it appears we will far exceed that number, with over 90 rooms already 

taken so far. I am excited to see the growth and all the new people who have stepped up to assume vital 

roles in the society, providing new ideas and enthusiasm, which is critical for GSH to continue into the future 

as the leader it has always been since 1973. Next year is the 40th anniversary of GSH and I encourage each 

of you to come up with ideas on how to celebrate it.  

 

Vital to the success of any society, and especially to our meetings, are the Vendors who support us with their 

continued presence and financial support for our awards and so much more. We have 25 Vendors so far ex-

hibiting this year and I hope you will take the time to visit each one and give them a “personal thank you” for 

all they do for us as a profession. 

 

New officers will be taking over at this meeting and I am confident that the society is in good and capable 

hands. I hope you will give them your support, your ideas; your vote of confidence, to continue the mission of 

this society and this profession, for without you they cannot do their job. As I close this message, let me end it 

with the words of Bob Hope, “thanks for the memories “it’s been a heck of a ride!” 

 

Mike Ayers 

President 

Georgia Society For Histotechnology 
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Save the Dates 

GSH Annual Meeting 

See page 12 for Workshops! 

April 13-15, 2012 
Come join Your  

Friends and Fellow Histo  

Techs for a  

Great  Weekend! 
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C.L. Sturkey Disposable 

Microtome Knives 
 

• Family owned and operated in 

Central Pennsylvania 

• All products made in the USA 

• Call for free samples 

• Unconditional guarantee 

www.sturkey.com 

800-274-9446 

Also available through 

Fisher HealthCare 

GSH NEWSLETTER RATES 

Business Card  -   $50 

Half Page  -   $85 

Full Page or Insert  -  $125 

Make check payable to : 

 

GSH 

%Ann Taylor 

6645 Goodall Mill Rd. 

Macon, GA  31216 

 

Northside Hospital-Atlanta is 

looking for PRN Histotechs for  

Saturdays & Sundays and    

evenings or early mornings for 

embedding and cutting help.  

Go on our website @  

northsidehospital.com atlanta 

and fill out an application 
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 HOW I STUMBLED INTO MY CAREER  

By Shirley Powell, HT(ASCP)HTL  

After my first year at the University of Georgia, I obtained a job as a bookkeeper at a furniture store to help my Dad pay 

for my next year’s tuition. Needless to say, bookkeeping and desk work was not my cup of tea. A high school friend 

came by to visit and told that one of the histotechs at the Macon Hospital Pathology lab had not come in for two weeks 

and they were looking for someone to fill her position. I asked her what histology was and after a brief explanation, I 

decided to try it. I was willing to try anything but bookkeeping. I applied the next day. On July 18, 1962, I began working 

in the histology lab. It was there that I obtained my OJT. I took and passed my HT in 1964. The exam was given only 

once a year then and I had not worked a full year when it was given in 1963 so I was not eligible. I had to wait until 

1964 to take the exam.  

I continued to work at the Macon Hospital, now the Medical Center of Central Georgia, for another year and became 

supervisor by default under duress. The chief pathologist left to create his own lab and took 2 other histotechs with 

him, one was the supervisor. I was the only registered tech at that time and did not want the supervisor position but 

had no choice in the matter. I was young and inexperienced lacking the supervisory skills. Since then I fortunately 

learned a lot of people skills. Over the years I have had to apologize to the techs who worked under me during that 

preliminary period of time, I was a micromanager and not very flexible. I would have fired me.  

After the major pathologist turnover in the lab, Dr. Joseph W. Eversole, from Jacksonville, FL, arrived as the director of 

the laboratory. He began encouraging us histotechs to form a professional society for histologists in Georgia. He fos-

tered a sense of professionalism in all the lab employees. It was with his help and financial support that Shirley Justice, 

a co-worker, and I began to locate Georgia histotechs who were interested in supporting the effort. In 1972 we sent 

out postcards asking if there was interest in participating in such a society. The response was overwhelming. We had 

sent out 50 cards and got 33 positive responses. We had our first organizational meeting in Macon and all of those 33 

attended. Thus emerged the birth of the Georgia Society for Histotechnology. I served as Co-Chairman, President, Vice 

president, and currently Secretary. GSH was incorporated as a nonprofit organization in 1973, one year before NSH. I 

was also fortunate to be one of the founding members for NSH as board of director, and witnessed the birth of that 

organization as well. I served on the bylaws and symposium committees and was also NSH Region III Treasurer for a 

number of years after its formation.  

In 1970 my husband at that time got an opportunity to manage a restaurant in Daytona Beach, FL and we moved there 

in May. I was 5 months pregnant with my son and could not get a histology job at the Fairfax Hospital. I spent the rest 

of my pregnancy at home until his early delivery the first of September. The restaurant venture did not pan out so we 

prepared to move back to Macon around the end of December. A MCCG Pathologist, Dr. John G. Etheridge, was to be 

the director of the new HCA Coliseum Park Hospital Laboratory just opening in January of 1971. I was hired as supervi-

sor at that hospital, now Coliseum Medical Centers, and worked as supervisor there for the next 15 years.  
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In the early 80’s the importance of having Immunohistochemistry procedures on board had grown. I agreed to take on 

the task of performing Immunos at the Coliseum for all the Macon area hospitals. In time the Medical Center hired 

someone to run the IHC lab and for a few months relieved me from that job. Soon all the pathologists were sending 

their cases back to me as the IHC tech quit. I continued to do Immunos as an add-on to all my other duties.  

It soon was decided by the Macon pathology group to create an IHC reference laboratory to handle all the IHC cases at 

Mercer University School of Medicine. They had just begun accepting students a few years earlier. After learning of this 

position, I applied for it and was hired in October of 1985. This began a new learning experience for me here at Mercer. 

I had performed the immunos but never had the time to really know what I was doing, why I was doing it and how to 

troubleshoot the procedures. All I had was kits and followed the directions. I was processing 60 slides at a time by hand 

at the sink until the automated IHC stainers came on the scene. My first Immuno machine was the IL Code-On. I made 

it work for me until Ventana came out with their first machine, the Ventana ES in 1991, which was a perfect answer for 

me as the only tech in my lab. Around that time I begun to take care of my disabled Father and my Mom in my home. I 

needed flexibility and dependability to do my job and take care of my family. This machine and my lab director, Dr. 

Anna Walker, made it possible for me to care for my parents. The next machine I got was the NexES. Then Mercer de-

cided in 2001 to shut my reference lab down, reasons still not clear. This left me with redefining my position here at 

Mercer; it was quite terrifying at the time. My job description was rewritten and my duties were reassessed. My job 

title changed to Technical Director of the Histology Curricular Support Laboratory. My duties now are to provide sup-

port histology technical and supervisory services for Mercer researchers. I managed plastination resources for the 

medical students, provided learning tours/classes for area students, and developed the Medical Students MDE exam 

image sheets. If that wasn’t enough I also provided histology support for our sister medical school on the Savannah 

campus as well as histology service for the Bibb County Medical Examiner for the GBI. I wore a lot of hats then and still 

today have my job, thankfully.  

After my parents passed away around 2005 I began teaching the technical laboratory portion for an online histology 

course at Gordon College and did so until 2010 when Gordon decided to take back the laboratory space we were using. 

That helped me to realize my passion for teaching. I loved working with the students and helping them to reach their 

goal of becoming a histotechnologist. I hope to be able to do that again someday, maybe when I retire, OH NO, wait, I 

don’t plan to retire. On July 18, 2012 I will celebrate my 50th year in histology, how is that for stumbling, and hope to 

keep on practicing my profession many more years. I will just have to make teaching a second job again.  

Shirley Powell  
GSH Secretary  
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Georgia Governor  Deal signed a proclamation declaring March 10, 2012 

 National  Histotechnology Professionals Day in Georgia.   

                       From left to right Wanda Simons, Nancy Crane, Gov. Nathan Deal and Shirley Powell 
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Histotechnology Professionals Day in Georgia.   

Go to www.histosearch.com/gsh<http://www.histosearch.com/gsh to see a great photo of this     

memorable occasion for the histology professionals of Georgia on our home page.  I hope everyone 

will seize the opportunity to inform our communities of our contribution to their tissue diagnoses and    

treatment. 
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Scott Bryant 

www.sbryantinc.com 

Mobile: 404-697-9590 

 

      

      April 13-15, 2012hosts 
 

The Georgia Society for          

Histotechnology hosts:  

The 2012 NSH Region III 

Symposium 

At  Callaway Gardens 

Pine Mountain, GA  
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Georgia Rep... 

Sharon Wehman   sfatl@aol.com 

678-462-6349  
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METHOD TO FACILITATE SECTIONING INCOMPLETELY DECALCIFIED BONE 

 

 

Shirley A. Powell, HT (ASCP) HTL 

Technical Director, Histopathology Laboratory 

MERCER UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

Volume XV Summer 1993 Microtime No. 3  

 

 

Bone biopsies are sometimes difficult to obtain and uncomfortable for the patient. Therefore, 

incomplete decalcification before processing can create problems if the bone sections cannot 

be achieved without loss of tissue, and require re-decalcification, which takes precious time. 

Ideally, the specimen should not be processed until decalcification is complete but as we 

know, many times the histologist is rushed by the pathologist or clinician to produce section 

in an inadequate period of time. Sections of bone that have been hurriedly processed and fail 

to section because of incomplete decalcification may be placed in a decal solution for a short 

period of time (this will vary with the density and size of the bone), washed in ammonia wa-

ter, rechilled, and sectioned in the same day without having to remove from the block and 

reprocess. Small pieces of bone such as bone marrow biopsies take only a short soak of 

about 30 minutes and will section easily. Larger pieces also will section but take a longer 

soak. The depth of effectiveness is minimal and if levels are needed, the block may have to 

be reintroduced to the decal solution more than once. 

RDO is one of the decal solutions, which produce the fastest results. There are other rapid 

decalcifier that are on the market and may work as well. This is a solution to an uncontrolla-

ble problem, but the best method is to do it right the first time. Necessity is the mother of 

invention but you cannot beat "the right way, baby." Most assuredly the patient will this, "uh 

huh!" 

 

Shirley Powell  
GSH Secretary  
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“why 10:1” no clear justification is ever provided, which demonstrated how deeply 

rooted this misconception is. 

Since formalin is a very toxic substance, any effort to reduce its presence 

in the laboratory is a welcomed event. Consequently a study was carried out (1) 

using uterus, breast, skin, liver and subcutaneous fat fixed during 8; 24 and 48 

hours at room temperature using 4 different “NBF-volume-to-tissue-volume” 

ratios (1:1; 2:1; 5:1 and 10:1). After fixation all samples were processed manually 

using isopropyl alcohol and mineral oil (2) and the sections were stained with 

hematoxylin and eosin along with some special procedures in uterus and liver. 

There were two quality indicators to evaluate the results: the quality of the 

paraffin infiltration and, more important, the usefulness of the sections for 

diagnostic purposes. The microtomy quality of the 60 blocks processed was the 

infiltration indicator with four levels: “Good” with a score of “3”; “Fair” with a “2”; 

“Bad” with a “1” and if no section was obtained the score was “0”. All the 

evaluations were “blind” (the evaluator did not know the treatment conditions) 

and the results were statistically analyzed. 

All the sections obtained, from a ratio of 1:1 fixed for 8 hours to a ratio of 

10:1 fixed for 48 hours were equally valuable for diagnostic purposes meaning 

that once a section is obtained and stained it can be used for diagnosis 

regardless of the amount of formalin or the fixation time. 

The differences were more noticeable in the microtomy where there were 

some combinations of fixative and time that did not produce sections in some 

tissues, especially fat and skin. 

The microtomy quality differences between the samples was not 

statistically significant for the different fixation volume ratios tested, but the 

differences between fixation periods and tissues types were, with 48 hours being 

the optimum fixation period, with skin and fat the most difficult to infiltrate. 

Neither the time or volume ratio combinations affected the pH of the NBF 

or the immunoreaction to vimentin in uterus or the histochemical periodic acid 

reaction or reticulin demonstration fibers in liver. 
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At the end it was possible to conclude that fixing tissues with a ratio of 

“NBF-volume-to-tissue-volume” of 2:1 for 48 hours at 20-22ºC was enough to 

assure a proper fixation and infiltration of the tested tissues and there is no 

objective reason to expect that other tissues will not behave similarly. 

The ideal fixation time of 48 hours cannot be reduced by an increment of 

the NBF to tissue ratio, but it could be reduced to about 10 hours if the fixation 

with NBF at 2:1 takes place at 45ºC with pressure and agitation. 

The key element to a good fixation leading to a good infiltration and better 

quality of sections resides in the amount of time the tissues are fixed, and not in 

how much formalin is used. Using less formalin should be a goal of any 

laboratory wanting to increase laboratory safety. 
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Georgia Rep….. 

Sandy Schmitz 

404-697-5262 
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                  TO: 

 Carole Fields, HT (ASCP) 
962 Hickory Leaf Ct. 
Marietta, GA 30065 
 


